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The Dick & Jane Project
Mobile Classroom | Recording Studio | Stage

How do you give a home to a non-profi t who is always on the move 
from school to school?

You put that home on wheels.

The Dick and Jane Bus is equipped with a mobile classroom, recording 
studio and stage.  It is enivisioned as an exiciting and productive space 
for middle schoolers to collaborate with professional musicians while 
strenthening their writing skills and fi nding their voice. 

Let’s make some music. 
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The fl oor plan of The Dick and Jane Bus is spatially and 
programatically divided into three areas: classroom, iso-
lation booth, and fl ex space.  The classroom is also host 
to the recording desk and includes storage space and 
shelving.  The isolation booth is centralized and doubles 
as a method of a layer of security/resticted access.  The 
fl ex space can be used as additional clasroom space, 
expanded recording space and as a stage during live 
shows.

The bus elevations provide recognizable branding and 
identity for The Dick and Jane Project, while generating 
interest and announcing the presence of the classroom 
or stage event on site. 

The Dick and Jane Bus is adaptable to a variety of 
sites.  The primary and most common site setting for 
the bus is in the parking lot of the host school at which 
song writing literature workshops are taking place.  The 
secondary setting for the bus may vary from a park, to a 
fi eld, to a parking lot, to a sidewalk or street.  The value 
of the Dick and Jane Bus lies in its fl exibility.

The interior of the bus is outfi tted with several mobile 
components, including: tables, chairs, privacy/security 
curtains, and a drop down stage.  These mobile fea-
tures allow for effi ciency of space and fl exibilty of pro-
gram.  Furniture can be stowed when not in use, and 
storage space can become additional classroom space 
as needed.

www.thedickandjaneproject.org

www.thedickandjaneproject.orgwww.thedickandjaneproject.org
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